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CROWN JAKARTA’S FACILITY EXPANSION
Hong Kong, August, 27, 2012 - Crown Records Management Services has extended the
capacity of its storage facility in Jakarta, Indonesia, to meet the increasing demand in the region.
A gratitude ceremony was held at the new storage section to mark the completion of this
expansion.
This extension of the building is 2,673 square meters, bringing the total area to 9,105 square
meters. With this phase one extension, 119,000 additional cartons could be stored, increasing the
current capacity to a total of 586,830 cartons. The project has three phases which, upon
completion, will add a total of 384,615 additional cartons to the existing capacity or a combined
total of 852,445 cartons in overall capacity. With growing client base and demand for state-of-theart records management facility in the region, two-thirds of this new capacity is already booked by
new businesses.
Among its international standard features are on-site security, 24-hour service assisted by stateof-the-art technology with biometric access control, closed-circuit television (CCTV), motion and
heat detectors, and many more.
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A traditional Indonesian gratitude ceremony was held on July 9 , where the Crown Jakarta team
came together to rejoice the growth of Crown’s records management business.
Rike Rivanny, record management sales manager - Crown Indonesia said "I am very excited to
see that the extension of our facility has finally been completed, it shows that the records
management industry in Indonesia will continue to grow. Together with our capable and
determined team, we are excited and looking forward to fill the capacity of this phase one
extension as well as the future maximum capacity of our facility."

Visit Crown on the Web at: www.crownrms.com
Crown Records Management
Crown Records Management (www.crownrms.com) is a division of the Crown Worldwide Group. Crown
Records Management provides active information management, helping large and small corporations
around the world to use information to power their success. The division's services include storage of hard
copy and electronic business information, scanning, imaging, data conversion, data hosting and destruction
services. Crown Worldwide Group (www.crownworldwide.com) operates from more than 265 locations in
almost 60 countries. Crown Worldwide' s other divisions include Crown Relocations, Crown World Mobility,
Crown Fine Art, Crown Logistics and Crown Wine Cellars. Established in 1965, the Crown Worldwide Group
is a privately held company with global headquarters in Hong Kong.
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